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Climate Change and socio-economy: affected uses in the coastal
zone of Mecklenburg – Western Pomerania, Germany
Introduction
The
German
coastline
of
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania is
an economic centre with tourism as a
primary pillar and therefore action
and adaption strategies due to
Climate Change are of great
importance.
For a sustainable multiple-use of the
coastal zone the support of
sustainable ecological, social and
economic
development
is
neccessary. The integration of all
relevant
stakeholders
and
the
cooperation
between
political
institutions, science and spatial
planning sectors is required.
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Phd Thesis “Impact of Climate Change
on the coastal zone of the German
Baltic Sea”
Investigation of affected marine and
coastal uses and the interactions
between ecosystem, socio-economy
and infrastructures.
To estimate the sensitivity, significant
changes which will appear in general
and/or on a monthly scale in future shall
be compared to the present situation:
comparison of the current situation with a
long scale scenario simulated with the
ecological model ERGOM with a zoom
from the long scale model scenario to a
monthly scale.
The extent of affection of different coastal
waters and their sensitive towards
Climate
Change
shall
lead
to
“concernment index” shall be developed
and the results presented in vulnerability
maps.

Which factors in the natural system are going to change?
direct: changed wind speed and direction, increased temperature, indirect: decreased salinity, rising sea level, changed nutrient input
changed distribution of precipitation
via river runoff, erosion
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Figure 1: Projected seasonal changes in SST (Sea Surface Temperature) [K]
for the periods 1970-2000 and 2070-2100 for scenario A1B (Output from the
3D ecosystem model of the Baltic Sea, ERGOM)
[K]
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Figure 2: Freshwater budget /riverine
runoff
and
precipitation
minus
evaporation)for the two greenhous
gas emmission scenarios A1B (black
and red) and B1 (grey and thick
dashed). The black and grey lines
show the annual means, the red and
black dashed lines the 30-year mean.
(Output from the 3D ecosystem
model of the Baltic Sea, ERGOM)
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New conflicts are likely and direct and fast solutions are needed but
current instuments of spatial planning are unflexibleand take too
much time. The impacts of climate change on terrestrial coastal zones
are known as well as the sensitivity of the regions BUT: coastal
waters are not included!
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Consequences may occur in enforced erosion, a rising seal level,
changed ecological conditions for the coastal areas, consequences for e. g.
fish stock distribution and species, introduction of non-native species, a
change in nutrient availability on spatial and seasonal level as well as
changes in bathing water quality.

Therefore, new, more flexible, instruments are needed as well as
a „concernment index“ for german coastal waters, shown in
vulnerability maps as planned as main deliverable from the phd
thesis.
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